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Abstract 
Embarked from the definition of the L system, this paper explained the design principle and proposed relation model 
as well as the corresponding algorithm, taking the binary tree structure as its foundation. Then using the plant 
heredity between organs as the background, this paper simply introduced the above model applied to prevent and 
control plant disease, with aim to provide new theory and the method for crops heredity and the prevention of plant 
diseases. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction  
 In order to effectively and objectively simulate the growth of authentic plants and the genetic 
relationship among plant organs, much attention is paid to the selection of virtual plant growth models in 
the field of virtual agricultural research. Plant growth model is the simulation of the structure development 
and the growth process of plants in a virtual three-dimensional space [1]. In 1968, American biologist 
proposed the L system, which formally describes the structure characteristics and growth process of plants 
or other creatures[2], and became one of the main tools of plant modeling. Based on the L system, the 
scholars put forward many new models and methods, such as CCSODS (Crop Cultivation-Simulation-
Optimization Decision Making System), Dual-Scale Automaton Models, Crop knowledge Models and so 
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on. These methods effectively promoted the research and the development of virtual plant growth models 
[3]. 
Although these models can accurately express the structure and shape of plants, they fail to make an 
accurate description of the genetic relationship among plant organs. To solve this problem, the 
corresponding genetic structure model will be proposed in this thesis, which is based on the L system and 
combined with the theory of binary tree. This model is able to make an effective representation of the 
structure and genetic relationship among plants, and offer a new theory of pest and disease control. 
2. L-system 
 The core of L-system is to rewrite or iterative rewriting, it’s a technology which can apply a rewrite 
rules or producing collection and continuous replace the simple initial goal to define the complex target. 
The classic example is snowflakes curve which proposed by Koch [2] [4]. 
 Parametric L-System [4] is a special case of L-System, which is composed by multiple modules and 
can operate on the parameters string in the corresponding nodules. Modules which contain the 
A V∈ and
1 2 na ,a ...a R∈ is denoted 1 2 nA(a ,a , ,a )L . All string or non-null string aggregations in modules 
which belong to *M V R= ×  are denoted * * *( )M V R= × or *( )M V R+ += × ( *R is all parameters’ limited series 
aggregation).  
 According to the meaning of parametric L-System, a parametric L-System is defined as an ordered 
quad , , ,G V Pω=< Σ > , and: 
V  : system in alphabet. 
Σ : collection of formal parameters. 
ω： *( )V Rω +∈ ×  is the non-empty parameters string, also called the axiom or starting string. 
P ： * *( ) ( ) ( ( ))P V C V ε⊂ ×Σ × Σ × × Σ is finite collection of output, and we would use parameters L-
system to be our research methods in this article. 
3. Design and calculation of model 
3.1. Model design 
   The base model of virtual 3D plants is composed by trunks and branches [5], and we can produce a 
3D model of trees by multiple iteration of basic model. As shown in figure 1. 
             
                  Fig 1 Model of 3D plants                             Fig 2 3D plant model with binary-tree structure 
We can see from the figure 1 that the basic model of 3D plants is equivalent to a binary-tree 
structure with binary-tree’s properties. There is a one-to-one relationship in logical between nodes of 3D 
plant model structure and binary-tree. In date structure, a binary tree is a 2D structure, we can get a 3D 
plant model as long as using rotate or other operation on binary-tree in the space [6], as it’s shown in 
figure 2.   
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So the basic thought of using L-system to construct a 3D plant model with binary-tree structure: 
always maintain two branches in the replacing process, it’s also to say there are no more than 2 
parentheses in the same level in a pair of big parentheses [9]. For example, to get a tree with one trunk 
and three branches, you have to produce two branches name as L and R and set the length of branch R to 
0 in the first iteration, and then in the second iteration, set production of branch L to be false, do not be 
branched, while the branch R generate two branches and its length is not 0[10]. 
  According to principle of L-system and the basic thought above, we can design the correlation 
algorithm out. The flowchart just like figure 3 shows. 
Fig 3 Flow chart of arithmetic of iteration 
According to the iterative algorithm process of binary-tree structure model in L-system, we can 
generate the ultimately code and complete the relevant tree’s designation by multi-iterating axiom in 
accordance with its production rules. The following example have given an simple explain. 
[ ]V '# 1 0 .5 '; '# 2 0 .6 '; '# 3 0 .8 '; '# 4 0 .0 ';define v define v define v define v= = = = =
( )'V 4 5 'w =
( ) [ ] ( )(i)p ' : 4 ( ) ( * 1, * 3)*h * 2, (1 3) * 'A s w s v F s A s v w v A s v w v k⎡ ⎤= >= −> ⎡ − ⎤⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
Initial axiom, that it to carry on the first iteration from ( )4 5A  and generate three branches, work out 
that [ ][ ][ ]code (4) (2,4) (2,4) (2.4,1)F A A A=
And then, carry on the second iteration. The first iteration has result out that every branch generate 
two branches, that is  
[ ][ ] [ ][ ] [ ][ ]code (4) (2) (1,3.2) (1.2,0.8) (2) (1,3.2) (1.2,0.8) (2.4) (1.2,0.8) (1.44,0.2)F F A A F A A F A A⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
For n=2, namely iteration has end, it’s means that the code now we have got is the finally code, but 
we have to further handle the code because the ultimate code can only contain end operator. The result is 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )code (4) (2) 3.2 F(1) ! 0.8 F(1.2) (2) 3.2 F(1) ! 0.8 F(1.2) (2.4) ! 0.8 F(1.2) ! 0.2 F(1.44)F F F F⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦！ ！  
Now, according to the flowchart and example of iteration, we can get the algorithm based on the 
binary-tree structure model, as follows: 
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•  (1) Iteration of L-system is began with initialing axiom, and then set three variables i, j and k, i 
denotes production 
( i )p , j is frequency of iteration , k is a variable of multi-branches and initialized to 1 
•  (2) Take the parameter in the module into precursor of production for matching.  
•  (3) Compare module parameters and parameters in production’s precursor, if the number of 
parameters is equals to its character, which means module is match with production, take the actual 
argument in module into condition of matching production to calculate and judge whether it’s true or 
false.
•  (4) If false, continue, or, set the value of the number of branch and use parameters in module to  
calculate of production. It’s the end of the first iteration. 
•  (5) Right now, add 1 to the iteration times, if the times still less than n, criterion calculation results 
and production for the next round of matching. 
•  (6) Or, if the times equals n, calculate the final character code, then according to the rule that the final 
character code can only contain end operator, process the final code and generate the related trees. 
3.2.  Simulated Result 
 This paper is use branch plant as the example to verify this model. As we all know, the tree is 
composition of pole, branch, and so on, the main part of the tree can carry on the multiple iterative, thus 
generating full tree [11].  
 With c++ definition of data structure as follows [12]: 
Typedef struct TreeNode{  
unsigned Index;  
float Angle; //rotating angle
float BLen1,BhLen2, BLen3;//tree branch length
bool NewOrgans; // whether generated organs
bool Triadius;// branching situation
};
Generate graphics figure 4 show. 
        
n=2                          n=3                        n=6                     n=8 
Fig 4  model based on the l-system's binary tree to generate three binary tree 
4. Application examples 
 The virtual plant, established by binary tree theory, can easily and quickly find the most recent 
common ancestor between any two nodes. Using this theory, a new approach of plant pasts’ prevention 
can be provided. 
In the process of plant pest and disease control, if any two or more organs (e.g., leaves, branches or 
fruit, etc.) have similar pests and diseases characteristics, we can use the relevant traditional physical or 
chemical methods. These approaches, as we often say "temporary solution”, would probably give a fatal 
side effect to other organs. With this binary tree structure approach which is mentioned in this thesis, we 
can, based on the genetic relationship of the plant structures, identify the main cause of this disease and 
whether this organ disease is caused by its superior organ, and thus to find out the root causes of pests, 
right medicine, to "temporary and permanent solution" and has little effect on other organs. The method is 
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fully demonstrated that the relationship of genetic structures in plants is "useful" to the pest and disease 
control of plants. 
5. Conclusion 
 Virtual plant describes the process of plant growth through the combination of related algorithm and 
graphs. It can not only improve people's understanding of the process of plant growth, but also provide a 
new method to analyze the relationship between structure and function of plants. L system, even though, 
is the main method of plant modeling, cannot fully express the structure as well as the functional 
relationship between nodes. Using a binary tree as a data structure can overcome this shortcoming and 
represent genetic structure relations among organs. This thesis is relatively shallow - only proposing a 
related algorithm model and simple applications. However, from the "method is more important than 
conclusions" philosophy of science perspective, this thesis is only a start. After all, it has found a different 
way of the traditional method and gained correct conclusions. Therefore, to apply this model to the virtual 
agriculture, deeper and more specialized research should proceed in the future. 
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